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Three Reports on Geotechnical Surveys

in the 

Metcalfe Lake Area

THE LOCALITY

THE METCALFE LAKE AREA is part of the Thunder Bay Mining Division. 

Fifty-nine claims around Metcalfe Lake/ Lake-on-the-Line, Dyer Lake 

and North Brennan Lake constitute the Metcalfe-McDonough claim 

group. 57 of these are in the Metcalfe Lake Area (Claims Map G-84) 

and the remaining two/ contiguous with the larger group/ are in the 

Township of Oboshkegan, east of Metcalfe Lake (Claims Map G-173). 

On the topographical map of Canada, the locality can be found in the 

southwest corner of the Nakina sheet (42L) and on the 1:50,000 sheet 

of Elbow Lake (42L/4). The northernmost point of the property is 

at 50 0 11' 08", the southernmost at 50O 08' 18"; the easternmost 

point is at 87O 37' 30" and the westernmost at 87O 40' 45". It meas 

ures 5250 metres from north to south and 4300 m from east to west, 

but the shape is irregular and the actual area is only 9.5 km2 .

Each of the claims consists of a single unit: most of them were 

recorded well before the present Mining Act came into effect.

For purposes of work planning and detailed mapping, this claim 

group has been subdivided into five work areas, or 'sectors', and 

for the sake of flexibility these sectors have been defined so as to 

overlap adjacent sectors as much as possible while still fitting 

into the maximum print size of 91.4 by 121.9 cm when mapped on the 

1:2000 scale.

Over the past four years, exploration has concentrated on the 

western third of the property, covering sectors/ and base maps, l, 

5 and 4 (Northwest, West-Central and Southwest respectively).

- 2 -
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MODES OF ACCESS

THE ROAD DISTANCE from Thunder Bay Airport is 318 km. The first leg 

of that trip consists of following combined King's Highways 11 and 

17 to the point where they split up, just east of the Nipigon River. 

From there, Number 11 heads north to Beardmore, and then west to the 

former mining town of Jellicoe, which is the last place where pro 

visions can be purchased, fuel tanks filled, and a moderately-priced 

restaurant meal enjoyed.

The actual access road, locally and now even generally known as 

the Kinghorn Road - although the original 'Kinghorn 1 constitutes 

only the first 14 km of it - begins on the north side of Highway 11, 

at some seven km east of Jellicoe. At many times in the course of 

the year, it is in a condition good enough to make the 81-km trip to 

Metcalfe Lake in 100 minutes or less. It is, however, advisable to 

make inquiries beforehand. MNR personnel uses this road frequently; 

the District Office in Nipigon can be reached under number 887 2120, 

area code 807.

To make the trip by air, one can charter a float plane in Nakina 

or in Geraldton - Metcalfe Lake is approximately equidistant from 

these places: 72 km.

PREVIOUS WORK

VARIOUS CLAIMS OF THE present Metcalfe-McDonough property have been 

explored geologically, geochemically and geophysically. But since 

the days when the property consisted of 38 claims, changes have been 

made and there are now 59 claims, mainly as a result of additions in 

the northwest, and this called for more exploration.

The expansion in the northwest made it worthwhile to start on a 

project often considered, but so far deferred by lack of time.

In the mid-seventies, when I was getting ready to develop an ex 

ploration grid, my first step was to do a magnetometer survey on the 

largest lake, Metcalfe. A survey on the ice is the ideal way to 

make a perfect beginning: there are no hills, the sight is open, 

the lines can be very accurately spaced and quickly marked out, and
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the stations chained off with an accuracy not attainable in forested 

terrain. Using a transit, the landfalls of the lines can be flagged 

and the lines can then be cut some short distance into the shore/ so 

the first dry station may be marked.

The first magnetometer survey on the lake confirmed what I had 

expected: the optimum baseline orientation was practically the one 

I had chosen for that survey. The magnetic trend in the east was al 

most due east-west; in the centre it was 60O E of N, and in the west/ 

45 0 . I did not anticipate the trend to veer much farther in the 

counterclockwise sense, so the chosen baseline azimuth of 054 seemed 

alright, and during the summer it was extended for 1700 metres to 

the southwest, sixteen more winglines were set up, and some of them 

cut as far as McDonough Lake. By October of that year there were al 

ready five grid lines stretching more than 600 metres each, and a 

half dozen that were well set up, accurately marked out with sturdy 

pickets, and cut over lengths of fifty to 75 metres. The forest was 

a relatively ease place for this sort of work.

When the first surveys were done on the new lines, it became 

clear that it was not easy to connect an anomaly on one line with 

one anomaly on an adjacent line without running into ambiguities. 

The magnetic trend was still veering towards the North-South direc 

tion, and a baseline orientation of 010 would have been perfect in 

the westerly zone of the property.

But much work had already been done on the development of the 

grid, and the immediate need for further survey work always deterred 

the idea of spending more time on the slow job of linecutting. More 

over, when expansion of the group started focussing on the south- 

west, it turned out that the original grid was quite acceptable in 

the newly-acquired area, so it was not until much later, in 1989, 

when some ten claims were added in the northwest, that the idea of 

having a new baseline would become more than just a notion.

The existing grid had its Main Baseline (MBL) and two major aux 

iliary baselines, on at 800 m to the NW and the other at 800 m to 

the SE of the MBL. The adopted convention was that each wing line 

had its station 48 on the MBL and station 80 on the ABL 800 NW. It 

had long been figured out that a line at 0180, if it went through 

station 80 on old line 80, would run within the boundary of the 

claim group for 2300 metres of its minimum-required length of 2400 m
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in a northerly direction and would, when extended to the south, 

remain within the west boundary of the claim group up to the point 

where the original grid would again be acceptable. Moreover, by 

designating the number SON to the traverse line that would go through 

the point where original line 80 intersects the ABL 800 NW, and assig 

ning the number 80 to the station on L80N where the intercept occurs, 

and where original L80 also has its station 80, the new grid would 

be made identical to the original one, except for the counterclock 

wise rotation of 36 degrees around an imaginary pivot at station 80 

of line 80, which would also be station 80 on line SON.

Then, a simple algorithm could be applied to convert the coordi 

nates of any locality into the coordinates of the same locality but 

expressed in terms of the other grid. The development of the N-grid 

would be the project referred to on page 2 - 'a project often con 

sidered, but so far deferred by lack of time'.

Work on this started in 1989, new traverse lines were cut and 

used for geotechnical surveys, and as they started overlapping areas 

previously explored on the old grid, their results helped greatly in 

the resolution of ambiguities. For this very reason the projected 

total line length of the N-grid grew from 40 km to 57, long before 

the 1999 target date for the completion of this project. Up to now, 

more than 35 km has been cut and surveyed on the N-grid.

Recently a sad development was experienced in the W-Central Sec 

tor where, in 1994, about 70 percent of the N-project had been com 

pleted and where several, but not all, geophysical methods had been 

employed. At the time when I was processing the MF-2 magnetometer 

data, a fire broke out at the place where I was working and the 

notes, along with the follow-up paper work, were destroyed. And 

that is only half the story. Buchanan Forest Products f Northern 

Wood Preservers had had their plans with this area for a long time, 

but they were kind enough to inform me. Their field manager showed 

me the plan (on an impossible small scale - probably 1:125,000) and 

I could see nothing more threatening than a narrow corridor incur- 

sing the work area from the west and extending barely across the 

Hauling Road. But when I was ready to duplicate the work lost in 

1994, in the early summer of 1997, a tract of land, extending east 

and west of the Hauling Road as far as the eye could see, had been 

clearcut, and with the forest, five km of traverse lines were gone.

Restoring lines in the cutover is not an easy job, with no wood 

left that's suitable for making pickets. And the work WILL have to 

be done. - 5 -
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PRESENT WORK

THIS REPORT DEALS WITH the field work accomplished in 1997 with the 

financial support of the Ontario Prospectors Assistance Program. 

Without it, my resources would have run dry long before half the 

project, as proposed in my application, had been completed.

A number of factors had nefarious effects; I will not detail 

these, but two of them deserve a mention.

At the outset, and during most of the field season, I was unable 

to secure the assistance of experienced persons; thus, the time I 

had to spend on guidance and supervision took a larger portion of 

my own productive time than usual. Only towards the end, in camps 

5 and 6, when days were becoming short-to-very-short, did I have 

the help I needed. Those camps could not have been realized without 

the initial financing of OPAP.

In the second place, nearly all camps ended up being shorter 

than planned, due to the unfortunate circumstance that the termina 

tion of almost every camp was set and fixed at a date imposed by a 

deadline of a related, or totally unrelated, nature (Assessment re 

port deadlines, Revenue Canada filing dates, and the like). And so, 

whenever a delay occurred, the days lost from the early part of the 

camp could not be replaced by days added to the end stage. This re 

striction affected four of the six camps and.posed the need for more 

camps than originally planned - adding to the travel expense.

The loss of days at or before the beginning of a camp was usually 

due to desperate efforts to secure a good helper, or a helper at all. 

In July and in the September-October camp I had to work alone - an 

undesirable thing when in a remote area, and doubly undesirable if 

the plan of the moment calls for such things as the setting up of 

new lines or the chaining of f of station intervals.

'Several things were accomplished nevertheless. In the 'far 1 north 

west, a proton-precession magnetometer survey on five traverse lines 

was carried through to its intended conclusion (which had not been 

attained when the initial mag work was done in October of 1996). 

The report on the supplementary work, done in October of 1997, has 

meanwhile been filed under code M22-ML and has been approved. 

All the other 1997 work has been done in the south half of the NW 

Sector. The first camp there was completely 'washed out' by snow
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conditions that were quite unexpected: the mass consisted of sugary 

granules that did not stick together as snow usually does after a 

day or so. This camp is therefore not included in the set of 1997 

field camps - if mentioned, it will be referred to as Camp 0.

Present work is thus only the sum of all work done during camps
1 (June 20-25) Mainly linecutting and radiometry

2 (July 09-15) Cutting more by hand than saw (mech. prob.), mag, rad

3 (Aug 04-13) Cutting and chaining, magnetometry, some radiometry

4 (Sep 22 to Oct 11) Linecutting, some chaining, some mag and rad

5 (Nov 04-16) Linecutting, magnetometry, radiometry

6 (Dec 04-12) Some linecutting, all of the EM, some mag and rad

Approximately 35^ of all work, including linecutting and chai 

ning, was devoted to magnetometry; 33 % went towards radiometry, and 

25 0̂ towards VLF-EM - all in the south half of the NW Sector with the 

exception of the M22 magnetometer work just mentioned. In addition, 

and closely related to the geophysics, some $500 in terms of time and 

expenses went into the petrographic study of samples collected on TB 

817022 across a major conductive/magnetic, mafic/felsic shear zone^ 

In the following I shall deal with the geophysical surveys only.

MAGNETOMETRY

After the failure to achieve any actual work in Camp O ( in which 

I had hoped to get a head start on both magnetometry and EM) I tried 

magnetometry again in Camp l, only to find that in the short period 

available the condition of the magnetosphere was too turbulent to 

allow for the instrument to do its 1.75-second counting work without 

being put off-balance by a greater than 5 nT change in the field to 

be measured. As pointed out above, there was very little time to 

conduct surveys in this first actual camp.

Various low-NW survey lines were traversed in later camps, notably 

the lines numbered 52N to 84N.

This part of the survey includes some lines where MF-2 (fluxgate, 

vertical component) survey work has already been done, but most 

was done in tte territory opened up in the earlier stages of the 1997 

summer work, thanks to the completion of L64N westward to the shore of 

McDonough Lake, and to the completion of line SON and others.

The rerunning of traverses formerly done with the MF-2 helped to 

integrate the new data in a smooth way with what was already on the
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record, and so enabled me to draw the survey plan. This is a job 

with intricacies, if not complications. A proton-precession mag 

netometer can only record the total field strength. A z-component- 

oriented fluxgate instrument will only measure the vertical force 

which is necessarily weaker than the total field. The question: "How 

much weaker?" can only be answered if one knows the 'steepness 1 of 

the total-field vector (i.e. the inclination of the total field) - 

and this is impossible to ascertain when a survey is done with only 

one instrument. .

Nevertheless, and thanks.4;o . the large contrasts encountered in 

this survey and in previous ones, I believe that the integrated pic 

ture as presented gives a fair impression of the magnetic variations 

and the way they may be interpreted.

Again, and without doubt this time, they show that the high-mag 

zone, although interrupted and offset by tectonics, does persist 

across the claims of the NW Sector. This high-mag zone has been 

shown to be associated with attractive gold tenors in samples taken 

in and/or near it. The follow-up field work will be whatever is appro 

priate (linecutting and traversing on lines south of SON) to inves 

tigate the iron-enrichment zone that appears to be a marker for 

mineralization, so as to find out if the assumption of continuity 

is tenable.

II RADIOMETRY

This season really started with the June camp; the radiometric 

survey was the first thing besides linecutting to be entered into, 

and radiometry has been carried on until the very last camp in Decem 

ber.

The lithological significance of radiometry is limited to areas 

where bedrock is close to the surface. It takes only a few metres 

of overburden to block out the effect of K40 in the bedrock alto 

gether. But in another application, radiometry is useful to reveal 

(especially if interpreted along with magnetometry) where bedrock may 

be expected to be close to the surface and what its nature may be. 

That usefulness became quite obvious to me in 1980 when, in a fall 

camp, it alerted me to the near-surface presence of rhyolite in what 

was supposed to be, according to published maps, a monotonously-mafic 

area east of McDonough Lake. As a footnote: one of the rhyolite units
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revealed by this method has turned out to be moderately auriferous.

An unexpected realization stemming from the recent survey is that 

snow does not nearly absorb as much of the gamma-ray energy as is ge 

nerally assumed. Even a 40-cm cover caused the gamma-ray intensity 

to be attenuated only by 15& or less.

The instrument used for survey R21 was the one with which all 

previous surveys since the early eighties have been run: the McPhar 

TV-1A gamma-ray spectrometer with the pistol grip, the convenient 

energy threshold settings, and the intensity switch. For broadband 

readings at the low end of the intensity scale (below 5000 cpm), 

where the variability of the flux results in relatively large os 

cillations of the needle, both the size and the rapidity of those 

oscillations can be reduced considerably by using the 'slow' setting 

of a special switch which lengthens the averaging period of the in 

strument. That is a valuable feature in this low-activity terrain.

It remains, nevertheless, a matter of understanding, skill and 

experience to be able to distill, from the indications of a rest 

lessly moving needle, a recording which is reproducible within tole 

rable limits. Some helpers are better at this than others, and many 

do not have the necessary patience. Therefore, if reading is done 

by a helper who returns from a traverse in a time which indicates 

that less than two minutes were spent at a measuring point, I will 

redo that traverse myself, or have it redone by another helper.

The differences are often shocking. In low-intensity terrain 

they may amount to more than 50% (of the higher reading) at as many 

as 25% of the measuring points. In such cases it would be tempting 

to plot just the numbers recorded by the 'better' observer and dis 

regard all others. That, however, is a bit simplistic.

Even the best of operators will find, when rerunning one of his 

or her own traverses, that differences of more than 20^ are not un 

common. This is particularly so in low-intensity areas covered by 

glacial drift underlain by mafic rock; the occasional presence of 

felsic boulders creates hot spots, and the observer may have no way 

of knowing how close-by these are. A few decimetres of difference 

in the reading locality can cause a significant difference in the 

intensity of the gamma-ray flux.

For this and other reasons I have applied a weighted-average 

procedure in which two-thirds of the 'more reliable* reading are 

added to one-third of the other: the sum so obtained represents,
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on average, and in more cases than would be attained by using an 

other method of adjusting, a good approximation to the 'ideal 1 

value that would be obtained by letting several observers make 

several measurements each and using the arithmetic mean of all 

recorded values.

As pointed out, the results of a radiometric survey reveal as 

much about the nature of the overburden as they do about the bed 

rock, and if the objective of a scintillometer survey is the accu 

rate tracing of a certain sparsely-exposed rock unit across areas 

where swamps or deep glacial drift abound, other geophysical methods 

should be preferred.

Line 56N reveals a number of fairly high readings and several 

of these are west of the baseline. After the radiometric traver 

ses done in the July camp, I collected six samples from that seg 

ment of the line. The results of the petrographic studies done 

on those are described in report PS11-ML.

Line 60N, which is adjacent to 56N, shows few higher-than- 

average values west of the NBL; yet it is almost certain that the 

line crosses over the same rock units as L56N, but the terrain is 

lower and there is no exposure. East of the NBL, however, we see 

highs occurring on both lines at about the same station numbers; 

yet no outcrop was seen on either line.

On the next line to the south, 64N, which runs in low terrain 

over most of its length, the only highs occur near its western ter 

mination where it crosses a low ridge before reaching the shore of 

McDonough Lake. A somewhat diffuse high corresponds to the higher 

ground, over a line length of 150 metres. The figures are in the 

range typical for diabase in that area. The same can be said for 

the equally diffuse high seen on the adjacent line, 68N, between 

stations 83 and 87, but to prove that both highs are caused by the 

same body, it would be necessary to conduct some short traverses on 

lines at right angles to the N-lines. The NBL itself, and one of 

the claim boundary lines, are suitably located for this test, al 

though the job of clearing them may take more time than the result 

will be worth.

Farther to the southeast we see more diffuse highs on lines 72N 

and 76N, somewhat obscured by the high readings due to the roadfill,

but east of the Hauling Road there are some good exposures of diabase.
- 10 -
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III VLF ELECTROMAGNETICS

I pointed out in an earlier EM report (X20-ML) that the de- 

activation of US naval transmitter NSS, in Maryland, compelled us 

to use a portable local-based transmitter (the GEONICS TX27) for 

the continuation of a long-term survey.

With a local transmitter it is possible to choose a locality 

which ensures that the azimuth of the electric and the magnetic 

field vectors are ideally oriented for the strike of the feature 

to be traced and evaluated, and the strike of the grid lines on 

which the traverses are done.

While this constitutes an improvement, it also entails a dilemma. 

The penetration depth of an EM technique : depends largely on the fre 

quency of the signal monitored. The frequency of the TX27 signal is 

3/4 of that of NSS, and thus the penetration capacity is about 15^ 

greater. Where more than one conductor is present, this will give 

the deeper one a better chance to show up in the survey results. An 

even greater effect is caused by the fact that a conductor well- 

aligned with the electric field vector will be.revealed more striking 

ly than a conductor elongated in a direction that makes an angle of 

more than 15 degrees with that vector.

Hence the contour patterns that emerge from the D.C. Fraser fil- 

tered-derivative processing of surveys run on different transmitters 

may look different - more, or less. This makes it difficult, and 

sometimes impossible, to blend the recent survey results into the 

existing pattern. Where the means and the time are available, it 

is well worth the extra effort to rerun lines already traversed on 

NSS. This not only provides the data for a more consistent survey 

plan which can now be contoured without having to go through con 

tortions, but it enhances the information already available from ol 

der work. Comparing the two sets of results is like comparing a 

ground-level magnetic survey with an airborne survey flown over 

the same territory.
Our first trial with the TX 27, in October 1996, had some harro 

wing aspects - not so much on account of the machine itself, which 

performed flawlessly, but because of complications and misunder 

standings which increased the cost of renting the equipment, with 

which we could work for only four or five days, to almost a thou 

sand dollars. The best way to prevent these hassles (we also lost
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four man-days beyond the amount of work time we had expected to de 

dicate to the job of picking the TX27 up at the MNDM offices on S. 

James Street and moving it to the work area) is to own the equip 

ment, and once I had the assurance that I could count on a medium- 

term no-interest loan, I entered into a purchase agreement with 

GEONICS which put one of these machines at my immediate disposal.

The best camp for using it was, naturally, the last camp of the 

year, when all the grid line that could possibly have been cut would 

be in place.

The main problem we had encountered with this equipment in 1996 

was the brief lifetime of a tankful of fuel for the generator which 

has to power the portable transmitter. The machines have to be set 

up at least a few hundred metres from the area to be traversed; many 

of the lines are between 500 m and l km long, and in some cases the 

signal from the TX27 had given out (that is, the generator, a Honda 

EX 350, had run out of fuel) just when the EM16 operator was between 

one and two kilometres from the machines. That would have necessi 

tated up to half an hour for refueling and restarting the Honda, and 

then, with the power generator running but not being used for sur 

vey work, up to another half hour to get back to where the work had 

stalled when the generator gave out.

As the total running time on the generator's own tank is only 

two hours, the 1996 EM survey was done with one person occupied 

mainly with tending the machines. That's not what a helper is for.

As I had acquired a larger fuel tank for the Honda, I had hoped 

that we could keep it running all day without refueling, but in the 

last camp of 1997 it turned out that the Honda ran only for two hours 

or less on a charge which was three to four times greater than the 

capacity of its built-in tank. As the ever-spreading yellow patch 

in the snow underneath the power generator testified, most of the 

gas was spilled in the snow. Attempts to remedy this problem failed. 

We ended up 'consuming' close to 20 litres of fuel and accomplished 

no more work than two litres could have helped us do via the Honda's 

own small tank, and we still had to make runs for the machinery at 

two-hour intervals or less.

The problem has now been fixed, but that could not have been 

done out in the field, in the snow, without some workshop tools.
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As the south half of the NW Sector had had several new line seg 

ments cut in it - in addition to a fair amount of line previously 

traversed with the EM16 tuned to the now-defunct transmitter NSS - 

my priority for the EM survey was to first work; on the newly-added 

line mileage and then to extend the survey to lines farther north 

as far as the TX27 signal would prove to be appropriate. As the 

wire we laid out for this survey was grounded in a spot 150 m west 

of Post 3 of TB 817030 in the south, and just off the shore of a 

small island in McDonough Lake l km farther north, it may have been 

possible to do all lines from 44N to 84N. Due to our technical pro 

blem, we could do little more than running lines SON and 76N, and, 

over the last two days of the camp, 60N.

I pointed out earlier that it is difficult and risky to merge the 

results of an EM-survey with the pattern based on another EM-survey 

done on a transmitter with a different frequency and coming in from 

another direction, but in the case of EM21-ML the two patterns seem 

to blend reasonably well. We shall see if that statement survives 

the first EM-survey of the 1998 season.

The contour pattern of the Fraser-filtered inclination-angle 

derivatives conforms with the general trends reflected in the con 

tour pattern of the magnetometer survey, although there is no one 

on one relationship that would suggest that conductivity and ferro 

magnetism are directly proportional. It must be kept in mind, howe 

ver, that a different choice of contour interval would have made 

the patterns on the two maps more similar - or less so.

In the electromagnetic map there appears to be somewhat of an 

indication of a conductor beginning to show up in the west segment 

of line SON, at about station 85, but the conductivity in this zone 

could--bel due to the presence of electrolytes in the groundwater. 

The station is in a local swamp zone. On the other hand: the signs 

of inclination and quadrature are opposites, and the presence of 

non-ferromagnetic sulphides cannot be ruled out.

RESULTS OF THE 1997 SEASON - 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FROM ALL WE HAVE SEEN SO far, it appears likely that the north-south 

trend, first noticed in the twenties in the area south of Tashota,
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persists well into the Metcalfe-McDonough claim group. Proving 

that this is also the case for the terrain south of line 80N may 

require some subtlety and perhaps some additional techniques: the 

depth of the overburden may make it difficult to discern that trend. 

Given the considerable cost of diamond core drilling, the geophysi 

cal work is important, and should be a priority item for the 1998 

field season.

Logging has destroyed kilometres of grid line south of L96N, and 

the time needed for restoration will put a crimp in the amount of 

follow-up work that can be accomplished in the West-Central Sector 

where the work will have to be done, but both magnetometry and VLF- 

resistivity should be considered.

The claims of the East Sector - particularly TB 518728, 1153355 

and 1196907 - deserve another look: with the exception of 518728, 

too little work has been done in that sector and this is under 

standable when the nature of the terrain and the vegetation is taken 

into account. However, the presence of rhyolite and the possible 

contacts of this unit with intermediate rock types or with mafic 

intrusives deserve investigation.

Athens, Ontario 
1998 March 31
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UNDERLINED are the numbers of 
claims recorded under the name 

of Walter Yzerdraat 
(Licence A38149) .

117030(CJ 1114072(C 11*071(L) l (14322(1) 
IX

4

GROUP SKETCH

SCALE 1: 20,000

Hakrc* 1000

(L) indicates Crown lease
Two claims in Oboshkegan 

not completely shownforth 
Brertnoj 
LaJte.
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5. EM2-ML - Report on an electromagnetic survey in the
Metcalfe Lake Area, W. Yzerdraat, 1981. Assessment
File No. 2.3892

6. GCIO-ML - Notes on lake sediment sampling in March 
1991 with sampling site plan by W. Yzerdraat, filed 
as supplement with AN19-ML containing the complete 
analysis results. Assessment File No. unknown, 
Thunder Bay Document Number W9140.124

6. EM9-ML - Report and survey plan describing the results 
of a VLF-EM survey on the two most northerly claims of 
the Metcalfe-McDonough group, performed in the fall of 
1990 by W. Yzerdraat. The area of this survey abuts 
the terrain in which the present survey - M20-ML - was 
conducted.

7. EMU-ML - Part of a combined survey on claims bordering 
the area of M20 and EM20-ML were performed. EMU-ML was 
run in 1992.

8. Mll-ML - A magnetometer survey on the same claims as EMU



._, Declaration of Assessment WorkNorthern D*v*loprnenl
 nd MOM Performed on Mining Land

Mining Act, Subsection 16(2) Md N(3), R.S.0.1*M

Transaction Number (office use)

W M M 43 */
Meesmem Flat Research Imaging

jbsectlon 65(2) and 06(3) of tha Mining Act. Undar section 8 of the Mining Act. this 
nant work and correspond wMh tha mining land holder. Questions about this collection 
men! and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsay Lake Road. Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6BS.

900 ^tVlSe-d (V/EM21-ML 
Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. (Callisto S, Yzerdraat 

- Please type or print in ink.

42L04NE2004 2.18459 METCALFE LAKE

1. Recorded holders) (Attach a list if necessary) ft . J 8 4 5
N*m" CALLISTO Minerals Incorporated

M*"* Box 825

BROCKVILLE Ontario, Canada K6V 5W1
Name Walter Yzerdraat

Address Box 625

ATHENS, Ontario, Canada KOE 1BO

Cl      ' l'l4732 "

Tetephona Number (1613) 924 96 14

Fax Number 
same as above tel. no.

Client Number 211073

Telephone Number (1613) 342 3733

FaxNumber ( 1613 ) 342 9406

2. Type of work performed: Check (*0 and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, f-| Physical: drilling stripping, n Rehabilitation
assays and work under section 18 (regs) D trenching and associated assays

Work Type 
VLF-Electromagnetic with 

mitter model TX27 (GEONICS)

pHf^lT 97^060., 20| MO^ | y, 97 T12 1C
Global Positioning System Data (B available)
500 10'X087 039' 45"

local

yJ,
Townchip/Area Metcalfe

MorO-PUnNumbar

trans-

Monlh | Y*w

Lake Area
G-84

Office Use
Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed
NTS Reference

^ J"^
/

Mining Division THUNDER BAY

Resident Geologist 
District 'f'i l fi 1 i\jufl\a i /i, Jfytfx//

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)

N*m* Holder, president of CALLISTO, Yzerdraat

Addr***3ox 625 ATHENS ON, Canada KOE 1BO

Name
NA

Address

Name

Address

fftWTW* 9614
Fax Number same , or

Telephone Number

and others
342 9406

NA
Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent
l, Walter Yzerdraat of ATHENS, . do nereby c^ty that | nave personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

(Print Mam*)

this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent

Agents Address as above

Date 1998 May

FaxNumberas above

0241 (09*7)

RbUUHUtU
MAY 1 3 1998

PROVINCIAL r.r.CORQiNG

MAY 1 3 1338

Via t///?

RECEIVE
MAY 1.3 1993

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT! 
___ OFFICE l



FROM : MPRG B.- CUUBfiRRfl STflBLES PHONE NO. : l 613 924 9614 Jul. 16 1998 03:37PM P2
Amended list of work to be recor 
ded and distributed; first 'RECE3 
VED' on 1998 05 13 under t

Transaction Number W9840.00434
a-, work to ne racoraea and otstneuieci. worn can omy be assigned M claims that ara contiguous (adjoining) to 
Hw mining land whara work was performed, at the dm* work was performed. A map showing the contiguous Or* .

Mi*if Ctalm NuMk*r. Or s

Hwftiftfl VftnOt flnow hi W19 
cowifA ant loctooo nunvw 
MteaM en ** cWm map.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

./10

Sil

S12

13

14

15v

16 1

17

18t

t/TB 814072

/ 817021

S 817022
S'"- 817023

S 817026

/ 817029

^ 817030

J 982421

S 982425

1005011

1005012

1005013

J/ 106.8805

t/ 1068806

1153351

1153352

1196907

1215328.

Draw* f W MtWf

1 .

1

i
1

1
1
l

1

1
l
1

1

1
i

1
1

1
i

cofuiiHi Totals

VikM*f*wk 

eMmof am*
IMMflQ MtAO.

1,097

165

sin
183

219

37

1,134

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
292

3,657

VituiWwerk

CMi*.

0

0

n

0

0

0

0

400

400

400

400

400

106

390

246

363

400

. :o
3,505

-j cOr \O f^JLv
VlhMOtwtlt

oMngdtlim.

1,1. 9 ft
, 1,097

165

183

21 q

37

1,134

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
140

3,505

M a tub** drii.

to', X50 ^

0
,

0

o
0
0

0

o
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

152

' 152

  .  - - . do hereby certify that the above work credits ara eligible under 

subjection 7 (l) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6796 for assignment to eontkjoous dalms or tor application to 

the dalm where the work was dona. ^

t. Instruction* for cutting back credits thai ara not approvad.

1998 07 15

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may ba cut back. "tease cheek (^) in the boxes below to show how 

you wish to prioritize the delafion of credits:
D 1. Credits ara to be cut back from the Bank first folowad by option S or 3 or 4 as Indfeatod.

D 2. Credits ara to be cut back starting with the eWm* fisted tost working backwards; or

O 8. Credits are to be cut back equally over a* dalm* listed in thk

Q) 4. CradHs ara to be cut back as i

1.
2.
3.
4.

TB 1215328 
1068806 
1068805 
119*6907

Note: K you have not indicated how your credits ara to 
toflowed by option number 2 V necessary.

MAY 1 3 1598

deleted, credits wM ba e-j jfflf* *~~ ieBaj k Brat.

JUL l 6 1333

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT
OfFlCE

For Office U*e Only

JUL 16 '98 15:31 l 613 924 9614 PflGE.02

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp

(041(0*7)

Deemed Approved Date

Data Approvad

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approvad

Approvad for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)

RECORDI
MAY 1 3 1993

'^ ;lJ --";) --"'URY
C t i V E D 

AY t 3 1398

RECEIVED
6? t

MAY 13 1998^'

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
______OFFICE



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form i* obtained under the authority of subsection 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6796. Under 
section e of the Mining Act, the information is a public record. This information will be uwd to review the assessment work and correspond with 
the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed lo the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and 
Mines, 6th Floor. 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5.

EM 21 - ML

Work Type

Linecutting and
Installation of TX27 a

System operation

Instrument work on lin

Travel and transportat
Field supplies, prorat

Camp supplies, prorate

Units of Work
Depending on the typo of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

restoration 2000 m
nd wire loop 2 m-d

1 m-d

es 1 m-d
ion, prorated, 253, of |
ed

\
Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

As above plus
Drafting, telecom, dispatching

Transportation Costs

As stated, $ 1600 (includes pickup of equipmei

Food and Lodging Costs
As stated above, including travel, meals and 

lodging

Cost Per Unit 
of work

l 350
150

150

150

6400

fe . 1 84*

Total Cost

$ 700
300

150

150

1600
11 ' 12b "

^ O 332
' C'

.REfiercfciT! 300
(W

- y MAY t 3 19
GEObUltNCE ASSE: 

i nFFIHF

it and supplies

RECOf
M AV 1 o——— ——— MAY 1 '

Total Value of Assessment Work

b* -S*i ?

SSMENTf

)

rlDFD
-1991 ——

3657

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at lOQo/o of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work Is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 500Xo of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

Walter Yzerdraat
(ptoas* print full name) ~~

reasonably be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on

, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as individual holder and company
(recorded holder, agent, or state company position with signing authority)

to make this certification

0212 (02/96)

PROVINCIAL RECORDING 
OFFICE - SUDBURY

RECEIVED 
MAY 1 3 1998

A.M. 'AJJ P.M.



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

July 24, 1998 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

W. Yzerdraat P3E 6B5
CALLISTO MINERALS INCORPORATED
BOX 825 Telephone: (888) 415-9846
BROCKVILLE, Ontario Fax: (705) 670-5881
K6V-5W1

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.18459

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9840.00434 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
benetest@epo.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

D -2  
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 12578 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.18459 

Date Correspondence Sent: July 24, 1998 Assessor: Steve Beneteau

Transaction 
Number

W9840.00434

Section:
14 Geophysical VLF

First Claim 
Number

814072

Township(s) l Area(s) 

METCALFE LAKE

Status

Deemed Approval

Approval Date

July 23, 1998

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
W. Yzerdraat
CALLISTO MINERALS INCORPORATED
BROCKVILLE, Ontario

WALTER YZERDRAAT 
ATHENS, Ontario

Page: 1

Correspondence ID: 12578
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8170261702942L04NE20D4 2.18459 METCALFE LAKE

w or

SURVEY PLAN EM21-ML
Coverage: 2500 metres at 12,5 m intervals - 25 ha

Number of control readings: 150
Total readings 350

Other data shown in plan were obtained while being 
tuned to the now-defunct naval transmitter NSS

ELECTROMAGNETIC (VLF) SURVEY IN TEIE METCALFE LAKE AREA 

Thunder Bay Mining Division -- Claim Map G-84

Claims TB 814072, 817021-2-3-4-6-9 and 817030,
held by Callisto Minerals Incorporated of Brockville (114732) 
and claim TB 1215328, held by W, Yzerdraat of Athens (211073)

All field work done in 1997:
Linecuttlng, line restoration and chaining - in the course 
of five camps between June 2O and December 8, with helpers 
John Morton, ftrvo Vinnl, Erin Mcintyre, Marlo Veenstra, 
Fern F.vely and Krie l.olselle.

Instrument work T
December 6 - l O by Walter Yzerdraat

spacing: 100 m; Station Interval for measuring 
200 sets of observations over a line length of 2500 metres 
an area of approximately 25 ha

Equipment: llonda AC7 Generator model EX 350
GF.ON1CS VLF Signal generator TX27, frequency 18,6 kHz 
GEONIC5 EMJ6 VLF Receiver for measurements

Further particulars: signal was emitted via I05n-m Tonq wire loop 
grounded at 150 m w of post 3, In 5117030, and at tho Island H ot the 
channel connecting the two main basins of McDonouqh Lake.

The apparent azimuth of the signal was around 285
All observations were done by an operator facing east

and Peport: Walter Kzerdraat
Readings of Inclination and Quadrature are .chown on the survey 
plan, in that order, south of the lines- Figures north of the 
lines represent the results of Fraser processing. Contour in 
tervals are 10 Fraser units wherever space permits. In order 
to present the' results In perspective, some results of previous 
work have bee'n incorporated; they are identified by the omission 
of th** readings thomselvr*s

l 2.5 m
covering


